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cold bath that follows. Baby should never have a cold bath un-
less he has been thoroughly warmed first, either by a previous
bath as warm as he can enjoy it, or by a sun bath, or by vigorous
exercise, or perhaps by just the warmth of a summer day. The
tiny baby can be trained to react well to the cool and cold bath
by following the plan outlined in chapter 20. Once having be-
come accustomed to it, he will enjoy it. If he does not, there is
something wrong—the proper tact has not been used in planning
and in giving it. The older baby will still get his warm bath, but
will splash longer in the cold water; and when the time comes
that he plays out in the back yard in the sun and takes long sun
baths, he may often enjoy the cold bath without the preliminary
warm one. So with the combination of sun bath and cold bath,
our baby has the typical ruddy skin so indicative of beauty and
health.
There are various skin eruptions to which children are sub-
ject. We will not attempt to discuss them here, but simply
say that for any unusual skin irritation the physician should
be consulted.
Constipation. Another important sign of health is regular
bowel action. Sluggish bowel activity may be due in part to
family type—baby is born constipated, they say, just as some-
body else is born tired. But family type is no reason why baby
has to stay a constipated baby. The right diet regime with regu-
larity of program will overcome this tendency in any baby. As
has been suggested in the chapter, "Bottles and Formulas," the
condition of baby's bowels may be greatly influenced by the
amount of sugar in his formula. And so a constipated baby
may be helped sometimes by giving him a tiny bit of honey
on the tip of a spoon after each nursing. An adjustment of
mother's diet with more fruit and vegetables in her daily ration
may help baby's constipation. See page 132.
Orange Juice. This may be relied upon in great measure
to overcome a tendency to constipation. It can be given to any
baby, from one month on, or even earlier, and if a nursing baby
is constipated may be just the extra stimulus the bowel needs.
It will be well to begin with about a teaspoonful, and this should
not be diluted too much. One or two times as much water as

